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If you only knew how hard i tried,
To keep myself together.
When you are by my side,
From a stupid conversation.
From a small idea of mine,
Every time you seem to cross the line.

But every talk leads to a battle, Playing tag
with bows and arrows.
Pointing Fingers, to the beat of
our hearts, our noisy hearts.

But you gotta move on and forward,
stop the whole world.
Don't let it go to your head.

Cause everyday goes by you'll feel alright,
Never looking back again.
Take a breath from the SAME old SYSTEM,
Stop and listen.
Don't let it under your skin.

And as we re-try a thousand times,
we'll never feel the same again..

If you only knew how hard I tried.
To keep myself together.
When you are by my side.
Lost in every direction.
Lost in every lie.

Lost in every time, you said the same
thing every time.

Who's the leader, in the battle , playing tag with
bows and arrows? 
Pointing fingers to the beat of our hearts...

You pulled me apart!
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But you gotta move on and forward,
stop the whole world .
Don't let it go to your head.

As every day goes by, you'll feel alright,
Never looking back again.
Take a breath from the Same old System,
Stop and listen,
don't let it under your skin.

And as we retry a thousand times,
we'll never feel the same again.

We'll never feel the same again!

Woooooaaaaaahhhhhh, Yeah!

But every talk leads to a battle, Playing tag with
Bows and Arrows....

Pointing fingers at my heart...
You're Pulling me apart..
Pulling me apart...

Yeaaaaahhhh....

But you gotta move on and forward,
stop the whole world .
Don't let it go to your head.

As every day goes by, you'll feel alright,
Never looking back again.
Take a breath from the Same old System,
Stop and listen,
don't let it under your skin.

And as we retry a thousand times,
we'll never feel the same again.

We'll Never feel the same again!

...

We'll never feel the same again!

We'll never feel the same again...

Ohh...
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